Wall Mount Motion Detector
Motion detectors have a wide assortment of uses to suit many different requirements of
assorted users. Since motion detectors are so flexible and have so many uses, they
offer feelings of protection and security for the average homeowner as well as
commercial organizations. Motion detectors are in use in both residential and
commercial locations. There are many common uses for Infrared motion detectors that
most people find suitable and useful everyday situations

3600 Ceiling Mount Motion Detector
DISC incorporates a 360 Degree detection pattern, floor coverage up to 36 ft (11 m)
diameter, adjustable alternate polarity pulse counter, and an advanced RFI protection.
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Dual Photoelectric Beam

Dual Photoelectric Beam most full-featured short/long range photobeams. A
weatherproof housing applies rubber "O" rings to keep out insects and dirt. Lightning
protection.

120db Speaker

Strobe Light Outdoor Metal Siren Box with 2 temper switch

The Speaker, Self-activing module and rechargeable battery housed in the outdoor metal
siren box, the strobe light mounted on the outdoor metal box. Self-activing module act as
the line monitoring from the Alarm Control panel to the Siren box, alarm still trigger
even the cables between Alarm Control panel to siren box had been cutted.

3/4-Inch Magnetic Contacts, Normally Closed
Here are the most basic sensors of any alarm system. These contact switches for closed
circuit systems are ideal for doors, windows, and sliding doors. Measuring 2.48" long and
half an inch high, they attach with wood or sheet metal screws (not included) to the frame
of the door or window and the case or jam.
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Miniature security contacts
Safeguard your home's doors and windows with magnetic security contacts that can
barely be seen! These miniature security contacts are only half the size of standard
contacts — perfect for discreetely hiding behind window and door frames. In addition to
windows and doors, these small contacts are ideal for alarming safes, gun cabinets,
jewelry boxes, china cabinets, or just about anything that opens and closes.

GE Steel Door Contacts
The GE Interlogix 1078 Series Steel Door contacts are designed specifically for use in the
steel doors commonly found in commercial building applications. The unique housing
design features a rugged unibody construction with flexible ribbed sides for quick, secure
installation without gluing. The magnet housing isolates the magnet from the surrounding
steel for maximum gap distances, both make and break. Over seven models including:
Wide Gap, SPDT, DPDT, and Biased for High Security applications make the 1078
Series the most widely used and comprehensive line available.
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Sentrol Explosion Proof Magnetic Contacts
The 2800T Series Sentrol magnetic contacts are designed for High Security hazardous
environments. The rugged die-cast aluminum housing with conduit fittings meets UL
requirements for hazardous locations. The contacts are balanced, triple-biased SPDT
switches that make defeat with external magnets virtually impossible. The contacts
feature tamper circuits that are actuated by removal of the face plate or by introduction of
an external magnet. The Terminals are located inside the housing providing additional
protection from tampering or shorting

Sentrol Roller Shutter Magnetic Contacts
The GE Security 2202 Series overhead door magnetic contact is for use in the rigorous
environments of commercial and industrial installations. The floor mount units are
constructed with a low profile heavy cast aluminum housing. A wide operating gap
distance of up to 3 inches makes installation easy and helps prevent false alarms caused
by door movement or damaged and loose fitting doors. The 2202 Series is available with
a universal style magnet that allows for greater installation flexibility.
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Sentrol Heavy Duty Magnetic Contacts
GE Sentrol 2700 Series High Security magnetic contacts with triple-biased reeds are
highly resistant to defeat by external magnets.
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